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Intraband cyclotron resonance �CR� transitions of a two-electron quantum dot containing a single magnetic
ion is investigated for different Coulomb interaction strengths and different positions of the magnetic ion. In
contrast to the usual parabolic quantum dots where CR is independent of the number of electrons, we found
here that due to the presence of the magnetic ion Kohn’s theorem no longer holds and CR is different for
systems with different number of electrons and different effective electron-electron Coulomb interaction
strength. Many-body effects result in shifts in the transition energies and change the number of CR lines. The
position of the magnetic ion inside the quantum dot affects the structure of the CR spectrum by changing the
position and the number of crossings and anticrossings in the transition energies and oscillator strengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single-doped magnetic impurity quantum dots �QDs�
�Ref. 1� are considered as promising nanostructures for spin-
tronic physics. Besides, these systems allow probing the im-
purity spin states.2,3 Furthermore, spin information in these
spin-based devices can be stored4 �and retrieved� in the mag-
netic moment of the Mn ion. In these nanosystems one can
confine a small number of electrons that can be manipulated
by, e.g., the gate voltage. These diluted magnetic semicon-
ductor nanostructures have attracted a lot of attention to
theoreticians and experimentalists within the past ten years.
Those studies2–12 include investigations of the electronic
structure, the magnetic properties, optical absorption, etc.
For a recent review of experimental and theoretical work on
QDs doped with magnetic impurities the reader is referred to
Ref. 13

Magnetic-optical properties of nonmagnetic few-electron
QDs were investigated in, e.g., Refs. 14–19. It was found
theoretically15,16 and experimentally17 that the optical cyclo-
tron resonance �CR� energies in the case of quadratic confin-
ing potentials are independent of the number of electrons. In
other words, the electron-electron �e-e� interaction does not
result in any observable changes in the far-infrared �FIR�
spectrum for different Ne-electron systems. This theorem is
no longer valid in the presence of impurities as found
experimentally20 and theoretically.21

In this paper we study a magnetic semiconductor system
�Cd�Mn�Te� in the presence of a Mn-ion of spin 5 /2�Mn2+�.
We find that the excitation energy spectrum of the quantum
dot will change due to the presence of the Mn ion. Different
CR lines in the electron absorption energy spectrum are
found as a consequence of the electron-magnetic-ion �e-Mn�
spin-spin-exchange interaction. Positioning the Mn-ion at
different positions inside the QD affects the results signifi-
cantly. We found also that the e-e interaction influences the
electron excitation spectrum.

A two-dimensional few-particle circular parabolic QD
was considered as a model system to study, e.g., the pair
Coulomb interaction effect.22,23 Here we will use this model
to examine the effect of the e-e interaction on the intraband

absorption spectrum of a two-electron QD containing a
single Mn-ion. Detailed studies of the FIR spectra in the case
without a Mn ion were done for quantum dot molecules19

containing few electrons in which the e-e interaction leads to
small shifts in the peak position of the CR spectrum.

The intraband energy absorption spectrum of a magnetic
QD was calculated by Savić et al.24 for a single electron in
the presence of one and two Mn ions in a 3D nonparabolic
CdTe/ZnTe QD system, and recently by ourselves25 for a
single electron in a two-dimensional purely parabolic
single-doped-Mn2+ CdTe self-assembled QD. Both studies
pointed out that with the presence of the Mn ion, the in-plane
intraband absorption energy spectra exhibits several CR lines
as a consequence of the e-Mn interaction. Here we extend
our previous work to the case of two electrons and study the
effect of the e-e interaction on the CR and the magneto-
optical absorption spectrum. One way to see that the e-e
interaction will affect the CR spectrum is by writing the two-
electron Hamiltonian in terms of center-of-mass �Rc

�

=
r1�+r2�

2 , P� = p1�+ p2�� and relative �r�=r1�−r2� , p� = p1�− p2�� coor-
dinates,

H = HRc
+ Hr + HsM + HZ, �1�

where

HRc
=

1

2M�
�P� + QAc

��2 +
1

2
M��0

2Rc
2, �2a�
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1

2M��p� +
1

2
QAr
��2

+
1

2
M��0

2�r/2�2 +
KQ2

4�r
, �2b�

and

HsM = JcM� · �s1���Rc
� +

r�

2
− R�� + s2���Rc

� −
r�

2
− R���

�2c�

are, respectively, the center of mass, the relative, and the
electron spin Mn-ion spin Hamiltonian. HZ is the total Zee-
man spin energy. M�=2m� and Q=2e are, respectively, the
total mass and total charge of the electrons. �0 is the confin-
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ing frequency, Ac
�= 1

2 �B� �Rc
�� and Ar

�= 1
2 �B� �r�� are the center-

of-mass and relative magnetic vector potential, respectively.
In a CR experiment the long-wavelength radiation interacts
only with the center of mass through eE� ·Rc

�, where E� is the
electric field of the FIR. Notice that due to the interaction of
the electron spin with the Mn-ion spin M� the center of mass
is coupled with the relative coordinates which contain infor-
mation on the e-e interaction.

In the next section we describe our theoretical approach to
solve the many-particle system which is based on the con-
figuration interaction �CI�. Section III presents our numerical
results. A summary and our conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

The Hamiltonian11,12 for a parabolic quantum dot contain-
ing two electrons interacting with a single Mn ion �Mn2+� in
the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field in second-
quantized form reads

Ĥ = 	
i,�

Ei,�ci,�
+ ci,� +

1

2
��c�gem

�/m0Sz + gMnm
�/m0Mz�

+
1

2 	
ijkl���


i, j�V0�k,l�ci,�
+ cj,��

+ ck,��cl,� − 	
ij

1

2
Jij�R� �

���ci,↑
+ cj,↑ − ci,↓

+ cj,↓�Mz + ci,↑
+ cj,↓M− + ci,↓

+ cj,↑M+� , �3�

where i in the sum is the single-particle Fock-Darwin state:

�i=nrl�
�r�� = 1 / lH

�nr ! /	�nr+ �l��! �r / lH��l�e−il
e−r2/2lH
2
Lnr

�l� �r2 / lH
2 �

having corresponding on-site energy:Ei,�=��H�2nr+ �l�+1�
−��cl /2with the frequency �H=��0

2+�c
2 /4 that defines a

new length lH=�� /m��H, where �c=eB /m� is the cyclotron
frequency. This new effective length is related to the confine-
ment length l0 via the relation: lH= l0 / �1+�c

2 /4�1/4 with �c
=�c /�0. It is convenient to use this dimensionless parameter
�c instead of the frequency �c. For our numerical work we
consider the host semiconductor CdTe and indicate the
Landé g factor of the electron and the Mn ion by ge and gMn,
respectively. The strength of the electron-Mn-ion spin-spin-
exchange interaction is evaluated via: Jij�R� �=Jc�i

��R� �� j�R� �
as the product of single-electron Fock-Darwin wave func-
tions i and j at the position of the Mn-ion. We define a
dimensionless parameter: �C= l0 /aB as the Coulomb interac-
tion strength12 with aB

� =4	�0��2 /m�e2 the effective Bohr
radius.

We use the many-body wave function, built up from the
Fock-Darwin basis, namely, the Slater determinant for a spe-
cific configuration of the electrons and the Mn ion, which
now includes the spin part of the Mn ion ��M� �. As an ex-
ample, the two-electron wave function for configuration k
= m ,n ,�M� �= �nr , l ,sz�m , �nr , l ,sz�n ,�M� � is written,

�k�x1
��,x2

��,M� � =
1
�2

��m�x1
����n�x2

��� − �n�x1
����m�x2

������M� � ,

�4�

where xi
��= �ri� ,si�� is the radial and spin coordinates of the ith

electron in state ���xi
���=����si��—a product of the Fock-

Darwin and the spin coordinate—as the single-particle wave
function. Now we employ the CI method to define the wave
function of the system: ��x1

�� ,x2
�� ,M� �=	k=1

Nc ck�k�x1
�� ,x2

�� ,M� � as
a linear combination of all possible configurations Nc, where
�k is given by Eq. �4�. The number of configurations Nc is
determined by the number of Fock-Darwin orbitals Ns, the
number of electrons which in the present study is 2, with
taking into account a factor of 2 due to the electron spin
1/2 and a factor of 6 due to the Mn-ion spin size 5/2: Nc

=6� � 2
2Ns

�. For our numerical work we use the set of param-
eters used in Refs. 11 and 12 with m�=0.106m0, ge=−1.67,
gMn=2.02, aB

� =52.9 Å, Jc=1.5�103 meV Å2, and dielec-
tric constant �=10.6. The effective Coulomb interaction
strength �C is changed by changing l0, i.e., which is a mea-
sure for the size of the QD, which is typically about tens of
angstroms. Nc is taken sufficiently large to guarantee conver-
gency.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Cyclotron resonance

The oscillator strength for circular polarized light is given
by

f ij =
2�Eij

��H
·

�Aij�2

lH
2 , �5�

with the transition amplitude for our two-electron system,

Aij = 	
p=1

Ne=2


�i�r1�,r2���rpe�i
p�� j�r1�,r2��� . �6�

The � sign refers to right and left circular polarized light.
�Eij =Ej −Ei is the cyclotron transition energy for the system
from state i to state j. Clearly, the spins of the electrons and
the Mn ion are not involved in the transition. From expres-
sion �6�, we see that one of the electrons can transit to a
higher �lower� energy level while the other electron can be
involved in another transition. Therefore, the wave function
part of the other electron can be separated from each term of
the Slater determinant while one-electron resonates.

We express the Slater determinant �4� in the language
of permutations for identical particles: �k�x1

�� ,x2
�� ,M� �

= �2!�−1/2��M� �	P�PP̂�m�x1
����n�x2

���, where P̂ is one of the 2!
permutation operators. �P equals +1 for symmetric and −1
for antisymmetric case. The quantum number m �e.g., m
= �nr , l ,sz�� and n �for electron two� characterize the two-

electron configuration m ,n�, and the operator P̂ acts on the
order of these single-electron configurations.

Integrating the right-hand side of Eq. �6� over r1� and r2�,
we end up with

Aij = �2!�−1�Mz
i ,Mz

j	
P

	
P�

�P�P�P̂P�̂�	
�

NC

	
��

NC

�n,n�c�
�c��

� �s1z
� s1z

��Aij
��� + 	

�
	
��

�m,m�c�
�c���s2z

� s2z
��Aij

���� , �7�

where ���P� and ����P�� stand for one electron and
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���P� and ����P�� for the other electron. The prime

indicates the final state j. The matrix element Aij
���

=�nr��
,nr�

�l��,l��1lH�nr�
+ �l��+1−�nr��

,nr�
+1�l��,l��1�1−�l�,0�lH

�nr�
+1 was calculated before and was given by Eq. �18� of

Ref. 18.
We use the following Lorentzian broadened formula for

the different CR peaks:

�i�E� = 	
j

�ij

	
·

f ij

�E − Eij�2 + �ij
2 , �8�

where i and j refer to the initial and final states, respectively.
In the following results we concentrate on the transitions
where the initial state is the ground state �GS� and we will
identify �1�E� by ��E�. �ij is the broadening parameter that
is taken to be about 0.1–1 meV in our numerical calcula-
tions.

We first calculate the oscillator strength �OS� for the case
without and with the presence of the Mn ion, taking into
account all allowed transitions of the two electrons. The sys-
tem with the Mn-ion located at the center of the dot has the
energy spectrum as shown in Fig. 1 when the effective Cou-
lomb interaction strength is �C=0.5. Many crossings and an-
ticrossings are found in the spectrum that were not present in
the case without a Mn ion. The anticrossings, which are a
consequence of intermixing of higher quantum states due to
the presence of the Mn ion, lead to energy gaps between the
levels, and result in unusual behaviors in the cyclotron reso-
nance spectrum.

For Ne=2, the pure ferromagnetic �FM� phase, where the
two electrons have spins parallel to the spin of the Mn ion,
does not exist. This is opposite to the case for Ne=1, which
is a consequence of the closed s orbital for Ne=2. This re-

sults in zero diagonal elements for the e-Mn exchange ma-
trix. The neighboring off-diagonal elements that describe the
spin exchange of the electrons with the Mn ion of the con-
figurations with different Sz and Mz but satisfying Sz+Mz
=const., which are in general very small, now turn to be the
main contributions to the exchange interaction energy.
Therefore, a weakened “FM” state is still found with a total
spin slightly larger than zero. The magnitude of these off-
diagonal contributions is small and depends on the position
of the magnetic ion. Moving the Mn ion to other positions
inside the QD when the system is still in the FM phase can
affect the structure of the energy spectrum of the system.
With increasing the magnetic field, the system will transit to
a phase where the two electrons will have spin up and are
antiferromagnetically attracted to the Mn ion. This phase is
called antiferromagnetic �AFM�. The FM-AFM transition
can be seen from the inset of Fig. 1 through the anticrossing
between the GS and the second level at �c=1.81. The Mn
ion is always “frozen” with spin projection −5 /2 in case of
nonzero magnetic field.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� are the magneto-optical absorption
spectrum ��E� for two values of the magnetic field �c=1.5
�FM� and �c=2 �AFM�, respectively, for the system in case
without �black solid� and with �blue dash-dot� the presence
of the Mn ion �at the center of the dot�. Two schematic dia-
grams describe possible electron transitions with OS exceed-
ing 0.1% of the total OS taking place within the s, p, and d
shells. When the system is in the FM phase, the main tran-

FIG. 1. �Color online� First 200 energy levels of the spectrum of
a two-electron-magnetic QD with the Mn ion located at the center
of the QD and for a Coulomb interaction strength �C=0.5. The inset
is the anticrossing point of the first two energy levels at �c=1.81.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� ��E� vs energy for two different magnetic
fields where the system is in the �a� FM and in the �b� AFM state for
a two-electron QD with �blue dash-dotted curve� and without �black
solid curve� the presence of a Mn-ion for �C=0.5. The Mn ion is
positioned in the center of the QD. Two schematic plots in �a� and
�b� describe the corresponding transitions in which black is for GS
and red for excited state; solid is for main contribution and dotted
for minor contribution to the total OS.
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sitions are such that the final state has the quantum numbers
�nr ,Lz ,Sz ,Mz�= �0,1 ,0 ,−5 /2� �the second peak� or �0,
−1,0 ,−5 /2� �the fourth peak� as the major configuration and
�0,1 ,−1 ,−3 /2� �the first peak� or �0,−1,−1,−3 /2� �the third
peak� as the minor configuration, respectively. We recall25

that the number of CR lines in the case of a single-electron
quantum dot doped with a Mn ion when the system is in the
FM state is two and the e �spin-down�-Mn-ion �spin-down�
interaction affects the CR spectrum in this state through
shifting the cyclotron energy and/or the presence of cross-
ings. The spin-exchange interaction becomes stronger when
the system is in the AFM state �electron and Mn-ion spin
antiparallel�, resulting in the presence of more CR lines.
However, the major CR lines in this case are two. Let us go
back to the current system when it is in the AFM state where
we find three major CR lines as can be seen in Fig. 2�b�. The
first peak is due to an electron transition from the p+��nr , l�
= �0,1�� orbital to the d+�0,2� orbital corresponding to the
resonance from the GS with major configuration �0,1 ,1 ,
−5 /2� to the final state with major configuration �0,2 ,1 ,
−5 /2�. For the other two pronounced peaks, the one that
appears at the smaller transition energy is for the s-electron
transition to the p−�0,−1� and its oscillator strength is
slightly larger than the other peak that stands for the electron
transition from the p+�0,1� orbital to the d0�1,0� orbital.
Their final states have as dominant configurations �0,0 ,1 ,
−5 /2� and �1,0 ,1 ,−5 /2�, respectively. The CR transitions
that become allowed due to spin exchange have a much
smaller oscillator strength than the major transitions and can
be neglected. For the case without a Mn ion, the system
transits from the state �nr ,Lz ,Sz�= �0,0 ,0� to the state
�0,1,1�. Note that if one keeps increasing the magnetic field,
the electrons will occupy higher quantum states resulting in
the GS wave function having quantum numbers, e.g., �0,3,1�
or �1,1,1�, and so on. Consequently, the number of possible
CR lines increases.

Here, we will discuss in more detail the transitions result-
ing from the �0,1,1� GS. Note that only two of the three
allowed CR lines are observable, namely, the p+ electron to
the d+ �the first solid peak in Fig. 2�b�� and the s electron and
the p+ electron to, respectively, the p− and the d0 orbital that
have the same OS and transition energy �the second solid
peak in Fig. 2�b��. These two coinciding CR lines split in the
presence of the Mn ion as can be seen by the dash-dotted
curve where the system is in the AFM state. We note that for
�c=2 �Fig. 2�b�� the first peak corresponding to the transi-
tion of the p+ electron to the d+ orbital has almost the same
transition energy in case without and with the Mn ion. This is
due to the zero exchange interaction energy between the s
and the p orbitals when the Mn ion is located at the center of
the dot. The energy difference between these two peaks and
the number of spin-exchange CR lines will increase as one
moves the Mn ion away from the center of the QD. We will
come back to this point in a later discussion.

The OS and absorption energy spectrum of the above case
over a wide range of magnetic field are found in Figs. 3 and
4, respectively. For the case without a Mn ion, these quanti-
ties are, respectively, reviewed in the insets �b� and �c� of
Fig. 3 and in the inset �b� of Fig. 4. Figure 4�b� is identical to
the case of one-electron QD due to the Ne independence of

the absorption spectrum for parabolic confinement without a
Mn ion. The thickness of the transition absorption energy
curves plotted in Fig. 4 is proportional to the OS whose
values are plotted in Fig. 3. As we can see from these two
plots, the CR transitions for the case when the Mn ion is
present is very different from the case without a Mn ion. For
the magnetic field region where the system is in the FM
phase �c�1.81, the differences are significant which can be
seen from the presence of the two crossings in the OS in Fig.
3 that correspond to the two anticrossings in the transition
energy in Fig. 4. At the FM-AFM transition point, there are
discontinuities. For the AFM region, the difference is in the
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Oscillator strength of a two-electron QD
with the Mn ion located at the center of the QD, �a� magnification
of the region of 1.8��c�3 where the system transits to the AFM
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system is in the AFM phase.
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separation of the two lines that was not present in the case
without a Mn ion as shown, respectively, in Figs. 3�a� and
4�a� and Figs. 3�b� and 4�b�. Note that the discontinuity in
the OS of Fig. 3�b� is due to the fact that the CR spectrum
transits from two to three lines, where the last two CR lines
have the same transition energy �they are the transitions s
→p− and p+→d0�. If these OS are added, there would be no
discontinuity in Fig. 3�b�. Let us first discuss the branches of
the OS for the region �c�1.4 �before the first crossing�—
which we name region I. In this region, the system is in the
FM phase. The two electrons mostly stay in the s shell with
antiparallel spins. The transitions are from the GS to the two
p orbitals with high OS. The latter are the two higher
branches in the OS curve plotted in Fig. 3. The final states,
which now mix with several quantum states, include, respec-
tively, �0,−1,0 ,−5 /2� �higher� or �0,1 ,0 ,−5 /2� as their
main contribution. We see also two lower branches that are
the curves corresponding to the electron transitions from the
GS to the two p orbitals but with different spin states. The
final states are now such that the electron that is excited to a
higher state will flip its spin which is compensated by a
change of the Mn-ion spin. We found that the final states
corresponding to these CR lines have, respectively, the quan-
tum numbers �0,−1,−1,−3 /2� �higher� and �0,1 ,−1 ,−3 /2�
as their major contribution. This is understood via the
e-Mn-ion spin-spin-exchange interaction. These two curves
have a smaller OS than the above two due to the small con-
tribution of the configuration �0,0 ,−1 ,−3 /2� in the GS
while the major one is �0,0 ,0 ,−5 /2�.

Now we will discuss the results for the higher magnetic
field region. At the first crossing, �c=1.45, we observe the
exchange between two branches as seen in Fig. 3. The higher
branch of the two lower branches is higher in energy than the
lower branch of the two higher branches in region I of the
OS plot. This is the case up to the next two crossings at
�c=1.58. The region 1.45��c�1.58 is named region II.
Within this magnetic field region, the final state which has
the configuration �0,−1,−1,−3 /2� as its major contribution
to the OS becomes larger in OS as compared to the state
which has the configuration �0,1 ,0 ,−5 /2�. At �c=1.58 we
find two crossings with an exchange of OS. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the energy spectrum exhibits cross-
ings �and anticrossings� of energy levels. Next we consider
the AFM phase, �c�1.81, and focus on the two higher
branches that stay very close to each other. Remember that
for the case without a Mn ion, these branches are degenerate
�as can be seen from Figs. 3�c� and 4�b��. In the presence of
the Mn ion, this degeneracy is lifted and their OS differ
about 1% of the total OS and their energy differs by
3–4 meV or about 6.8% of the confinement energy ��0.
They correspond to transitions of the spin-up electron from
the s shell to the p− orbital �lower branch� and of the spin-up
electron from the p+ orbital to the d0 orbital as discussed
before in Fig. 2, respectively. For these transitions, the Mn-
ion spin with Mz=−5 /2 is unaltered. The other lower branch
corresponds to the transition of the p+ electron to the d+

orbital. The anticrossings in the transition energy are illus-
trated in Fig. 4�a� which magnifies the region 1.3��c
�2.0.

B. Mn-ion position dependence of the intraband excitation
spectrum

Moving the Mn ion to another location inside the QD
affects the energy spectrum as shown in Fig. 5, where we
focus on the small magnetic field region. The black solid
lines and the red dashed lines are the 36 energy levels start-
ing from level 7 for the cases that the Mn ion is located at the
center and at �0.5l0 ,0�, respectively. We first notice that the
B=0 GS energy in both cases has the same degeneracy �i.e.,
6�. For the higher energy levels different degeneracies are
found; for RMn=0 we have 16-12-8 while for the other case
we have 8-8-6-6-4-4 fold degeneracy. When applying a mag-
netic field, these degeneracies are further lifted due to the
Zeeman effect. We note that, e.g., for the two eightfold-
degenerate levels �in the case that the Mn-ion is located at
�0.5l0 ,0�-the red dash-dotted curves� or the two 16-fold-
degenerate levels �in the case that the Mn ion is located at the
center of the dot—the black solid curves�, as the magnetic
field increases, the lower energy level corresponds to states
with positive total azimuthal quantum number, in this case
+1—one electron in the s shell and the other in the p+ orbital
and the higher energy level has negative total azimuthal
quantum number −1—one electron in the s shell and the
other in the p− orbital, etc. The degeneracy of the higher
energy levels for B=0, i.e., 8, 6, or 4, etc., comes from the
ferromagnetic �e.g., M� +S� =7 /2� for the case of eightfold de-
generacy� or antiferromagnetic �e.g., M� +S� =5 /2� for the case
of sixfold degeneracy� coupling of the two electrons with the
Mn ion. Note that all the 36 energy levels in Fig. 5 refer to
the s and p orbitals. At higher magnetic fields, the energy
spectrum exhibits further differences when RMn is varied in,
e.g., the number and the positions of the crossings and anti-
crossings, the energy gaps of the anticrossings, etc.

As we discussed above, the system that consists of two
electrons and a single Mn ion does not exhibit a very clear
FM phase since the state where the two electrons stay in the
s shell with antiparallel spins minimizes the GS. The energy
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FIG. 5. �Color online� 36 energy levels �from level 7 to level 42
that are grouped into 8-8-6-6-4-4 lines� of a two-electron QD with
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Coulomb interaction strength �C=0.5.
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gained by the direct antiferromagnetic coupling of the Mn
ion to the spin-up electron is balanced by the ferromagnetic
exchange with the other spin-down electron. This holds as
long as the two electrons occupy the s orbital. Therefore, the
FM-AFM transition magnetic field is almost not changed
when we vary the position of the Mn ion. For example, the
FM-AFM takes place at �c=1.81 for the cases that the Mn
ion is located at the center and at �0.5l0 ,0� and at �c=1.79
for the case the Mn ion is located at �l0 ,0�. To see the Mn-
ion position dependence on the CR spectrum, we will focus
on the high magnetic field region where the system is in the
AFM phase with both electrons having spin up and one of
them accommodating a higher orbital, e.g., the p+ orbital.
The allowed electron transitions now are the three lines that
start from the GS to the p− �for the s electron� and to the d+

and d0 orbitals �for the p electron�. Note that for the case that
the Mn ion is located at the center of the dot, the exchange
interactions between the s and p orbitals are zero, while these
terms increase as the Mn-ion is moved away from the center,
e.g., to �0.5l0 ,0� or �l0 ,0�. Consequently, the behavior of the
OS changes. The first transition that corresponds to the tran-
sition of the p+ electron to the d+ orbital is shifted. The other
two transitions that stay very close in energy and correspond
to the other transitions of the s electron and the p+ electron to
the p− and d0 orbitals �the solid lines at the right-hand side in
the diagram in Fig. 2�b��, respectively, are most separated for
the case the Mn ion is located at the center of the QD. The
reason is that for RMn=0, only the exchange interactions be-
tween the s and the d0 orbitals are nonzero �and equal� within
the involved shells s, p, and d. This means that the final state
with the configuration of the s electron and the d0 electron as
their main contribution to the wave function is more en-
hanced in energy. This difference leads to a larger separation
between the two CR lines for RMn=0. Qualitatively, this
separation is about 3–4 meV for RMn=0 and 0.9–1 meV for
RMn=0.5l0, 0.5 meV for RMn= l0 and almost zero for RMn
=2l0. In the last case the problem converts to the problem
without a Mn ion. The two transitions merge to a single one
as seen before �black curve in Fig. 2�b��.

We complete this subsection by investigating the absorp-
tion spectrum of the system for RMn=0.5l0 in a range of
magnetic field �c= �1.5,2.5� that includes the FM-AFM
transition �see Fig. 6�. We focus our discussions on the two
transitions discussed in the previous paragraph that corre-
spond to the right-hand side CR lines in Fig. 2�b�. As the
system transits to the AFM phase, the “correlations” between
the s and p, s and d, p and d, etc. become nonzero for almost
all values of the coupling strength. Consequently, the final
states of the two transitions gain energy from the exchange
interaction part. Their difference reduces, leading to the fact
that these two peaks stay closer in energy as compared to the
case that the Mn ion is located at the center of the dot.
However, the stronger peak �at smaller transition energy�
which corresponds to the transition of the s electron when
the system is in the AFM phase can become more pro-
nounced or smaller than the other transition as illustrated in
Fig. 6. As the system transits to the AFM phase ��c�1.9�,
we see that within the magnetic field range �c=1.9–2.1 the
peak that corresponds to the transition of the p+ electron to
the d0 orbital is higher �having a larger OS� as compared to

the other peak that corresponds to the transition of the s
electron to the p− orbital. Within the magnetic field where
�c=2.2–2.3 the OS of the two peaks exchange. This ex-
change happens again at �c=2.4 and we obtain the last ex-
change in this figure for �c=2.5. Each time that there is an
OS exchange between these two peaks there is a crossing in
the OS �and an anticrossing� in the transition energy. When
the Mn2+ is displaced to �0.5l0 ,0�, the difference in the OS
value between these two peaks is now larger, but the differ-
ence in energy is smaller. Note that also smaller peaks appear
next to the main ones. The small peak for �c=1.5 is a tran-
sition from the GS with dominant configuration �0,0 ,0 ,
−5 /2�, which has �0,0 ,−1 ,−3 /2� as a minor contribution, to
the state with the configuration �0,−1,−1,−3 /2� as its main
contribution to the wave function. For �c=1.9 the small
peak is due to the transition to the state with the configura-
tion �0,−1,−1,−3 /2� as its main contribution.

C. Electron-electron interaction effect

Here we investigate how the strength of the e-e interac-
tion influences the CR absorption spectrum. Its influence on
the first 24 energy levels is plotted in Fig. 7 in case without
e-e interaction �solid black curves� and two different �C �0.2
�blue dash-dot-dotted curves� and 0.5 �violet dash curves��.
Crossings and anticrossings of these energy levels occur at
different magnetic fields �the smaller �C the larger the cross-
ing field �c�.

Lets turn to the transition energy and for reference pur-
poses we turn off the Coulomb interaction strength �see Fig.
8�. Without the Coulomb interaction, the FM-AFM transition
takes place at a larger magnetic field �c=3.44 as compared
to �c=1.81 for the case with e-e interaction �see Fig. 4 and
Ref. 12�. There are generally six CR lines �as compared to
four for the case with e-e interaction� with OS exceeding
0.1% of the total OS �Fig. 8�b��. The main difference is that
the dominant CR lines �conventional transitions, e.g., from
the GS with the quantum state �0,0 ,0 ,−5 /2� as the main
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FIG. 6. Magneto-optical absorption spectrum focused on the
two higher transitions for the same QD as plotted in Fig. 4 for the
case the Mn ion is located at �0.5l0 ,0�. The magnetic field range is
�1.5,2.5� with steps of 0.1.
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configuration to the final state with the quantum state
�0, �1,0 ,−5 /2�� do not have a much larger OS than the
secondary transitions–the transitions appearing as a conse-
quence of the e-Mn-ion exchange interactions, as can be seen
from Figs. 3 and 8�b� ��15% of the total OS�. These six
lines correspond to transitions of the electrons from the GS
containing the major quantum state �nr ,Lz ,Sz ,Mz�, to the six
final states that contain their dominant contributions to the
wave functions as combinations of the following four quan-
tum states: �nr ,Lz+1,Sz ,Mz�, �nr ,Lz+1,Sz−1,Mz+1�,
�nr ,Lz−1,Sz ,Mz+1�, and �nr ,Lz−1,Sz−1,Mz+1�. Depend-
ing on the value of the applied magnetic field, the relative
contributions of these states to the wave function will
change, leading to crossings as seen at �c=0.13,0.14 in the
inset of Fig. 8�b�. If we increase the magnetic field further
the CR spectrum collapses into four CR lines. The lines that
are the results of the exchange e-Mn-ion interaction �C and
F� become close in energy to the “conventional” lines �B and
E�. This behavior is not seen in case of interacting electrons.
The reason is that when the Coulomb interaction is turned
on, see Fig. 4, the e-Mn spin-spin interaction is weakened by
the Coulomb repulsion. Note that the two additional peaks in
the CR spectrum are a consequence of the breaking of the
selection rule by the e-Mn exchange interaction.

When comparing the low magnetic field behavior �see
Figs. 3 and 4� of the CR spectrum we note a very different
behavior when we turn off the e-e interaction �see Fig. 8�. To
understand this different behavior we plot in Fig. 9�a� the
magneto-optical absorption spectrum for the system with a
Mn-ion located at the center of the dot and �C=0.2 for the
magnetic field range 0��c�3. As compared to the system
studied in Figs. 3 and 4 with �c=0.5: first, the AFM phase
takes place at a larger magnetic field ��c=2.53 as compared
to 1.81�; second, the low OS branches survive up to higher
fields. The FM-AFM transition occurs at �c=1.24 and 0.96,
for �C=1 and 1.5, respectively. As the e-e interaction

strength increases, e.g., from �C=0.2 �see Fig. 9�a�� to �C
=2 �see Fig. 9�b��, the low OS branches that appear due to
the spin exchange of the electrons and the Mn ion contribute
less to the total OS. In Fig. 9�a�, the contribution of the
exchange terms to the total OS stays appreciable within the
magnetic field range �0,1.7� �FM�. The low OS branches ap-
pear on both “sides” of the transitions of the s electrons: to
the p+ �left-lower transition energy� and to the p− �right-
higher transition energy� orbitals �see the lower peaks of Fig.
9�a��, meaning that the final states with the configurations
having �0,0 ,Sz+Mz=−5 /2� as the main contribution have
nonzero OS. While these low OS branches appear only on
the “side” of the p+ electron resonating to the d+ orbital
within the magnetic field region �1.4,1.7� �AFM�, see the red
rectangular in Fig. 9�b�. It means that only the final state with
the main quantum configuration as �0,2 ,0 ,−3 /2� has a non-
zero contribution �as a minor� to the oscillator strength,
while there is no gain from the exchange interactions during
the transitions of the p+ electron and the s electron to the d0

and p− orbitals, respectively. However, in any case, the ex-
change interactions always separate these two transitions in
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energy �about 6.8% of ��0 for RMn=0�, as can be observed
in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, for magnetic field �c�2.53 and �c
�0.79 for �C=0.2 and 2, respectively.

Last, we study the combined effects of the position of the
Mn ion and the Coulomb interaction strength on the CR
absorption spectrum. Due to the exchange interactions be-
tween all included quantum orbitals, the transitions of the s
electron to the p− orbital and of the p+ electron to the d0

orbital have different energies depending on the strength of
the Coulomb interaction as can be seen in Fig. 10. We plot
��E� as a function of energy for three different �C �=0.2, 0.5,
and 1� at �c=2.6 �AFM phase� with the Mn ion located at
�0.5l0 ,0�= �13.2 Å,0�. For the smallest considered �C �i.e.,
0.2� the two electrons are more strongly confined and the
location of the Mn ion in this case is almost out of the ef-
fective region of the electrons. Consequently, the separation

between the two transitions of the electrons in two different
orbitals becomes very small as can be seen from the black
solid curve in Fig. 10 and its inset. The first transition, the
transition of the p+ electron to the d+ orbital, slightly changes
as �C changes as shown in Fig. 10�a�.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We find that the electron transition energy in parabolic
quantum dot with a single Mn ion depends on the strength of
the e-e interaction and the number of electrons in the QD.
The e-e interaction shifts and splits the two main branches
�the upper-energy ones� of the absorption spectrum at the
FM-AFM transition magnetic field. The strength of the e-e
interaction changes the position of the low OS branches sig-
nificantly. Different branches appear with changing Coulomb
interaction strength.

In a many-electron quantum dot without a Mn ion the CR
spectrum consists of two peaks due to Kohn’s theorem. The
reason for the breakdown of Kohn’s theorem is the presence
of the Mn ion, which leads to spin-exchange interaction with
the electrons of the QD. Moving this Mn ion to different
positions in the QD corresponds to changing the magnitude
of the exchange interactions and leads to changes in the ab-
sorption energy spectrum.

In the FM region, the spin-spin e-Mn-ion interactions
share their contributions to the total OS with the two “direct”
transitions of the two s electrons in which the total Sz is
conserved. In the AFM region, this leads to discontinuities in
the OS and the respective transition energy and separate the
two transitions of the s and the p+ electrons in energy. These
two transitions address, respectively, the p− and d0 orbitals.
At the FM-AFM transition magnetic field, we observed that
the OS exhibits a discontinuity for all the CR peaks. When
the system is in the FM phase, the transition energy exhibits
only minor differences as compared to the case without a Mn
ion. When the system is in the AFM phase, however, there
are major differences in the absorption energy spectrum. The
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separation of the two upper peaks in the CR spectrum de-
pends on the effective e-e interaction strength and the posi-
tion of the Mn ion. The heights of these two upper peaks
change with changing position of the Mn ion and their rela-
tive heights exchange OS at each anticrossing in the transi-
tion energy. The electrons spin-spin exchange with the Mn
ion and the strength of it depends on the position of the Mn
ion. Therefore, changing the Coulomb interaction strength
will affect the absorption energy spectrum by, e.g., separat-
ing or merging the two above electron transitions. When the
Mn ion is moved away from the center of the dot, the ex-
change interactions become nonzero, resulting in additional
CR peaks. The number of these branches reduces as the Cou-
lomb interaction strength increases. When the e-e interaction
is turned off, we found that the transitions that become al-
lowed due to the spin exchanges increase in OS.

In short, in the FM phase �i.e., low magnetic field situa-
tion� the number of CR lines is increased to four for Ne=2,

which compares to two lines when Ne=1. In the AFM phase
�i.e., high magnetic field� the number of CR lines with sub-
stantial OS is reduced to three, while for Ne=1 it was four of
which only two had an OS appreciable different from zero.
These changes in the CR spectrum should be observable in a
CR experiment. The number of electrons in the quantum dot
can be varied through the application of a gate potential. In
order to resolve the CR lines that are very close to each other
it is recommended to use single dot spectroscopy.2–4
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